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Activity-Dependent Regulation of HCN
Pacemaker Channels by Cyclic AMP:
Signaling through Dynamic Allosteric Coupling
memory to HCN channels that underlies slow integrative
changes in neuronal electrical activity.
The HCN channels are encoded by a family of four
related genes, HCN1–4, which are members of the volt-
age-gated channel superfamily, with a membrane to-
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pology similar to a voltage-gated K channel subunit3 Center for Neurobiology and Behavior
(Santoro and Tibbs, 1999; Kaupp and Seifert, 2001).4 Howard Hughes Medical Institute
However, unlike most voltage-gated channels, the HCNColumbia University
channels are activated by hyperpolarization rather than722 West 168 Street
depolarization. Additionally, the four HCN members allNew York, New York 10032
contain a conserved, 120 amino acid cyclic nucleotide
binding domain (CNBD) in their cytoplasmic carboxy
terminus. The direct binding of cAMP to the CNBD (Di-Summary
Francesco and Tortora, 1991) facilitates the activation
of the HCN channels by removing an inhibitory influenceSignal transduction in neurons is a dynamic process,
of the CNBD on voltage gating (Wainger et al., 2001),generally thought to be driven by transient changes
shifting the voltage dependence of HCN gating to morein the concentration of second messengers. Here we
positive potentials and speeding the rate of channeldescribe a novel regulatory mechanism in which the
activation. This action of cAMP contributes to the in-dynamics of signaling through cyclic AMP are medi-
crease in heart rate by autonomic signaling (DiFran-ated by activity-dependent changes in the affinity of
cesco, 1993) and the alteration of neuronal firing pat-the hyperpolarization-activated, cation nonselective
terns by modulatory synaptic inputs (Pape, 1996).(HCN) channels for cAMP, rather than by changes in
Previous studies showed that the modulation by cycliccAMP concentration. Due to the allosteric coupling
nucleotides of steady-state gating of both the voltage-of channel opening and ligand binding, changes in
independent cyclic-nucleotide-gated channels (Gouldingcellular electrical activity that alter the opening of the
et al., 1994; Tibbs et al., 1997) and the voltage-gatedHCN channels modify the binding of static, basal levels
HCN channels (DiFrancesco, 1999) could be explainedof cAMP. These changes in ligand binding produce
by a cyclic allosteric model (Monod et al., 1965). Ac-long-lasting changes in channel function which can
cording to this model, channel opening is allostericallycontribute to the regulation of rhythmic firing patterns.
coupled to a conformational change in the CNBD that
enhances the affinity of the channel for ligand. The en-Introduction
hanced interaction of ligand with the open channel pro-
vides coupling energy that stabilizes the ligand-boundRecent experiments have enhanced our view of signal-
channel in the open state. For the hyperpolariza-ing through the classic second messenger cAMP. The
tion-activated HCN channels, the enhanced gating isidentification of local protein signaling complexes
manifest as a shift in the activation curve toward more(Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999; Davare et al., 2001; Marx
positive potentials. Although the cyclic allosteric modelet al., 2002; Michel and Scott, 2002) and subcellular
provides a plausible mechanism for ligand gating, therecompartments (Karpen and Rich, 2001; Zaccolo and
have been few direct tests of the central hypothesis ofPozzan, 2002) has shown how a ubiquitous messenger
the model that channel opening is allosterically coupled
can achieve spatial specificity. Our understanding of
to enhanced ligand binding.
cAMP signaling has been broadened to include novel
Here we provide qualitative and quantitative evidence
targets other than PKA, including the cyclic nucleotide- that supports the notion of allosteric coupling by testing
gated (CNG) (Zagotta and Siegelbaum, 1996) and hyper- a previously unexplored prediction of the cyclic alloste-
polarization-activated HCN channels (Gauss et al., 1998; ric model: low concentrations of cAMP should induce
Ludwig et al., 1998; Santoro et al., 1998). However, one a novel, slow kinetic component of channel opening in
prevalent assumption, since the pioneering studies of response to hyperpolarizing voltage steps. This slow
Sutherland and colleagues (Robison et al., 1971), is that phase of opening is predicted to result from the selective
the dynamics of information transfer through the cAMP binding of low concentrations of cAMP to the high-affin-
signaling cascade are driven by transient changes in ity, open state of the channel, causing a slow conversion
the concentration of cAMP, generally as a result of of channels from the ligand-free, closed state to the
changes in the concentration of an external ligand. Here ligand-bound, open state during prolonged hyperpolar-
we show how constant, nanomolar levels of basal cAMP izations. We have confirmed this prediction and have
give rise to a slow kinetic component in the voltage shown that the properties of the slow component of
gating of the HCN channels through the allosteric cou- activation are in quantitative agreement with the cyclic
pling of channel opening to cAMP binding. Moreover, allosteric model. Moreover, we found that a slow kinetic
this process imparts a long-lasting, activity-dependent component of HCN channel activation in resting cells
results from the allosteric conversion due to binding of
nanomolar levels of basal cAMP. Finally, the enhanced5 Correspondence: sas8@columbia.edu
6 These authors contributed equally to this work. binding of cAMP to the open state endows HCN chan-
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nels with an activity-dependent memory that leads to
long-lasting changes in cellular excitability, which are
likely to contribute to the generation of slow rhythmic
firing patterns in certain regions of the brain.
Results
A Slow Phase of HCN Channel Opening Induced
by Low Concentrations of cAMP
We have focused our studies on HCN2, an isoform ex-
pressed widely in brain and heart that shows a robust
response to cAMP (Ludwig et al., 1998; Santoro et al.,
2000; Chen et al., 2001). As noted previously, a high
concentration of cAMP (10 M) accelerates the rate
at which the hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih)
turns on during negative voltage steps (Figure 1A) and
shifts the voltage dependence of activation to more pos-
itive potentials (Figure 1B). We now show that a low
concentration of cAMP induces a novel, slow phase of
channel activation (Figure 1A). In response to a hyperpo-
larization in the presence of 10 nM cAMP, the early time
course of Ih activation is identical to that observed in
the absence of cAMP. After a few hundred milliseconds,
however, the activation time courses diverge, with the
low concentration of cAMP inducing an additional slow
increase in Ih magnitude.
As mentioned above (see Introduction), these results
are consistent with the predictions of the cyclic allosteric
model (Figure 1C). Thus, in the absence of cAMP, unli-
ganded closed channels (C) enter the open state (O) in
response to a hyperpolarizing voltage step through the
nonfacilitated voltage-gated reaction pathway (C ↔ O).
Figure 1. The Steady-State and Kinetic Effects of cAMP SignalingAt high concentrations, cAMP will bind to the low-affin-
for HCN2ity, closed state of the channel prior to the hyperpolariza-
(A) Superimposition of current records from a cell-free inside out-tion. As a result, during a hyperpolarization, these
patch in the presence of 0, 0.01, and 100 M cAMP, in response to
cAMP-bound channels will open rapidly and completely voltage steps to 135mV from a holding potential of 40mV for
through the facilitated voltage-gated reaction pathway variable durations.
(AC↔AO). In contrast, in the presence of concentrations (B) Effect of cAMP on steady-state activation. Normalized tail cur-
rents (at 40mV) plotted as a function of hyperpolarizing voltage.of cAMP that are too low to bind to the closed, low-
Solid lines show fits of the Boltzmann equation. Bars indicate SEM.affinity state of the channel, the unliganded channels
Open circles, no cAMP, V1/2  127mV, s  5mV (seven patches);will initially open in response to a hyperpolarization by
filled circles, 0.01 M cAMP, V1/2  124mV, s  6mV (six patches);the nonfacilitated voltage-gated reaction pathway (C ↔ filled squares, 10 M cAMP, V1/2 104mV, s 8mV (five patches).
O). This explains why the time courses of Ih activation (C) The cyclic allosteric model for cAMP modulation of HCN gating.
in the absence of cAMP and in the presence of a low O and O are the first-order, voltage-dependent rate constants for
activation and deactivation, respectively, of unliganded channels;concentration of cAMP overlap initially. However, once
A and A are the voltage-dependent rate constants for the ligandedunliganded channels open in the presence of cAMP,
channels. kbc and kfc are rates of cAMP unbinding and binding, re-they will tend to bind ligand due to the enhanced affinity
spectively, to the closed channel. kbo and kfo are respective rates forof the open state (A  O ↔ AO). This depletes the the open channel. Kc and Ko are dissociation equilibrium constants
concentration of channels in the open, unliganded state, (kb/kf) for closed and open states, respectively.
causing a reequilibration of channels from the closed,
unliganded state to the open, liganded state, and pro-
duces the slow phase of channel opening (C → A  voltage-gated reaction for unliganded channels (Figure
O → AO). 2A). As the membrane is hyperpolarized to increasingly
negative voltages, the exponential time constant of acti-
vation decreases from 3 to 1 s (Figures 2A and 3A).Kinetic Analysis of Ih Confirms Predictions
of Cyclic Allosteric Model Attempts to fit the data with two exponential functions
either failed to converge or did not yield a substantialTo test more thoroughly the predictions of the cyclic
allosteric model, we examined activation kinetics over improvement in the goodness-of-fit over a single expo-
nential function (determined by 2, Figure 2D; see Experi-a range of voltages for a range of cAMP concentrations.
In the absence of cAMP, HCN2 channels in cell-free mental Procedures). We thus conclude that HCN2 cur-
rents are adequately described by a single exponentialpatches activate upon hyperpolarization with a time
course that is well fit by a single exponential function function.
In contrast to the single exponential kinetics of HCN2(after an initial delay) (see Experimental Procedures),
presumably reflecting the kinetics of the nonfacilitated, in the absence of cAMP, two exponential components
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Figure 2. Effect of cAMP on HCN2 Current Kinetics in Cell-free Inside-Out Patches
(A1, B1, and C1) Hyperpolarization-activated currents in response to voltage steps from 85 to 145mV in 10mV increments for variable
durations (4.5–15 s) with indicated [cAMP] in the bath solution. Holding potential was 40mV.
(A2, B2, and C2) Bottom, currents recorded at 135mV (open circles) with superimposed single exponential fit (dark line); top, residuals of
difference between the data and the fitted curve, with zero residual difference indicated by the dotted lines.
(B3 and C3) Bottom, same currents as above with superimposed double exponential fits; individual fast (red dashed line) and slow (green
solid line) exponential components are shown, along with steady-state current (black dotted line); top, residuals of difference between data
and fit.
(D) The difference between 2s for single exponential fit and 2d for double exponential fit for current at 135mV. Bars represent SEM. Number
of patches given above bars.
are needed to describe the time course of activation in unliganded, closed state to the ligand-bound, open
state.the presence of low concentrations of cAMP (Figure 2B).
Thus, fits with a single exponential function show large At low [cAMP], the relative amplitude of the slow expo-
nential component is large for weak hyperpolarizingresiduals, and the goodness-of-fit is noticeably en-
hanced by the addition of a second exponential compo- steps near the threshold for Ih activation, accounting for
up to 80% of the current amplitude. As the voltage stepnent (Figure 2D). Moreover, the parameters of the two
exponential components are highly reproducible among is made more negative, the relative amplitude of the
slow component diminishes, accounting for less thandifferent patches (see small standard errors in Figure 3).
The relatively fast kinetic component has time constants 20% of the current amplitude during strong hyperpolar-
izing steps where activation is maximal (Figure 3C). Withsimilar to those of the single exponential component for
HCN2 channel activation in the absence of cAMP (Figure increasing concentrations of cAMP, the relative ampli-
tude of the slow component decreases, and the fast3A). Presumably this component represents the direct
activation of unliganded, closed channels (C → O). The and slow time constants accelerate (Figures 3A–3C). At
very high concentrations of cAMP, the slow componentsecond, slow exponential component has time con-
stants that are much slower than those in the absence makes only a minor contribution to the total current
amplitude (Figures 2C and 3C).of cAMP. These time constants decrease from 15 to
5 s with increasingly negative hyperpolarizations (Fig- The voltage and cAMP concentration dependence of
the relative amplitudes of the fast and slow exponentialure 3B). Presumably, the slow exponential component
represents the slow reequilibration of channels from the components are in good agreement with the cyclic allo-
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Figure 3. Comparisons of HCN2 Activation
Kinetics in Inside-Out Patches and Intact Oo-
cytes with Native Ih of Thalamocortical Relay
Neurons (TRN)
(A) Voltage dependence of the fast exponen-
tial time constant (	f ) for currents recorded in
the presence of indicated [cAMP] (M) and
of the single exponential time constant for
currents measured in the absence of cAMP.
(B) Voltage dependence of the slow exponen-
tial time constant (	s) for patches exposed to
indicated [cAMP].
(C) Relative amplitude of the fast exponential
component, Af/(Af  As), as a function of volt-
age. Each point represents an average of
3–13 patches. Lower x axis shows the actual
test voltage during recordings; upper x axis
shows the corresponding voltage in intact
cells, where V1/2 is shifted by approximately
35mV to compensate for voltage shift upon
patch excision (Chen et al., 2001).
(D–F) Kinetic analysis of HCN2 currents in in-
tact oocytes recorded with two-microelec-
trode voltage clamp and Ih recorded in whole-
cell patch clamp from native TRNs. Currents
were fit by one or two exponential functions
(see Figure 5). Data for HCN2 and HCN2/
R591E are averaged from five to nine cells.
Data for TRN (recorded at 34
C) are replotted
from Santoro et al. (2000) after conversion to
expected rates at room temperature using a
Q10 of 4. (D) Voltage dependence of the fast
exponential time constant (	f) for HCN2 and
TRN and single exponential time constant of
HCN2/R591E point mutant. (E) Slow expo-
nential time constant (	s) for HCN2 and TRN.
HCN2/R591E channels did not display a no-
ticeable slow component (see Figure 5D). (F)
Relative amplitude of the fast component for
HCN2 and TRN. Bars indicate SEM.
steric model. Thus, a weak hyperpolarization will only the activation time course for currents elicited at subsat-
urating cAMP concentrations upon hyperpolarization toopen a small fraction of the closed, unliganded channels
through the nonfacilitated voltage-gated pathway (C → four different voltages (see Experimental Procedures)
(Figures 1C, 4A, and 4B). Based on fits from three sepa-O). As a result, there will be a large residual population
of closed channels that can open through the slow, rate experiments, we obtain an average forward rate
constant for cAMP binding to the open state (kfo) of 3.1allosteric reequilibration pathway, generating a large
slow phase of activation. In contrast, a strong hyperpo- 106 M1s1 and an average dissociation rate constant
for unbinding from the open state (kbo) of 0.045 s
1larization will open directly almost all of the closed, unli-
ganded channels through the nonfacilitated voltage- (closed state ligand binding kinetics have little influence
on Ih kinetics in these experiments and so are not wellgated pathway, generating a large, relatively rapid com-
ponent of activation. The decrease in amplitude of the determined). The fits also yield cAMP equilibrium disso-
ciation constants for binding to the open state (KO) andslow phase at high concentrations of cAMP (KC) can
be explained by the binding of high levels of cAMP to closed state (KC) of 15 nM and 1.2 M, respectively.
the closed state of the channel. As a result, most chan-
nels will exist in the cAMP-bound, closed state (AC) Basal Levels of cAMP in Intact Cells Induce
the Slow Allosteric Conversionprior to the hyperpolarization, and thus, will activate very
rapidly through the facilitated voltage-gated pathway The high affinity of the open channel for cAMP suggests
that basal levels of cAMP in intact cells may be sufficient(AC ↔ AO).
The cyclic allosteric model also provides a good quan- to produce the slow allosteric conversion during pro-
longed hyperpolarization. Indeed, when we examine thetitative fit to HCN2 activation kinetics, giving us the first
estimates for the rate constants of the cAMP binding kinetics of HCN2 activation in intact oocytes using a
two-microelectrode voltage clamp, we observe a fastreaction (Figure 4). We used a nonlinear routine to fit
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of the unliganded channels (C ↔ O). In contrast, the
opening equilibrium at the end of prolonged hyperpolar-
izations, which enable channels to enter the ligand-
bound open state, will be determined by the more posi-
tive voltage dependence of the ligand-bound channels
(AC ↔ AO). HCN2/R591E channels, which do not bind
cAMP, show a much faster equilibration of their V1/2
values, reflecting only the (relatively rapid) kinetics of
the activation reaction for unliganded channels (Figure 5F).
In neurons, the kinetics of Ih channels are also consis-
tent with the induction of the slow allosteric conversion
by basal levels of cAMP. Thus, in thalamocortical relay
neurons (TRN), which show a high level of expression
of HCN2 (Santoro et al., 2000), the time course of Ih
activation exhibits both a fast and a slow exponential
component (Figures 3D–3F), whose voltage-dependent
characteristics resemble the behavior of HCN2 in intact
oocytes and in cell-free patches with low concentrations
of cAMP. By comparing the activation kinetics of Ih in
intact oocytes or thalamocortical relay neurons with the
kinetics of Ih in cell-free patches (Figure 3), we estimate
that basal levels of cAMP are 10–40 nM in both types
of cells.
Slow Allosteric Conversion by Basal Levels
of cAMP Imparts an Activity-Dependent
Memory to Ih
The slow rate of dissociation of cAMP from the open
Figure 4. Quantitative Fit of the Cyclic Allosteric Model to HCN2 state (0.045 s1) predicts that Ih should display a signifi-
Currents in a Cell-free Patch with 0.01 M cAMP cant activity-dependent memory. Thus, in an intact neu-
(A) Open circles, current records from Figure 2B; solid lines, super- ron, a prolonged burst of hyperpolarizing inhibitory post-
imposed fits with the allosteric model using kfo  2.1  10
6 M1s1
synaptic potentials (IPSPs) should result in the openingand kbo  0.045 s1.
of HCN channels, followed by the binding of basal cAMP(B) Occupancy of four states during hyperpolarization to 135mV
to the open channel, leading to both fast and slowaccording to the fit from (A). Probability (P) as function of time for
open cAMP-bound state (AO, red line), closed cAMP-bound state phases of activation. Once the burst of IPSPs termi-
(AC, green line), open unliganded state (O, blue line), and closed nates, the channels should persist in the open, ligand-
unliganded state (C, black line). bound state for a prolonged period due to the slow
off-rate of cAMP (and the fact that the cAMP-bound
channels will tend to remain open at typical neuronaland a slow exponential component (Figures 5A, 5C, and
resting potentials of 70mV), generating a prolonged Ih5E) whose properties resemble those of HCN2 in cell-
tail current.free patches with low concentrations of cAMP (Figure
We have tested this prediction for HCN2 channels in3). This slow component of HCN2 activation in intact
intact oocytes using a train of hyperpolarizing voltagecells, moreover, results from an action of basal levels
clamp pulses to mimic a burst of IPSPs (Luthi andof cAMP. Thus, when we eliminate cAMP binding to the
McCormick, 1998a) (Figure 6A). This protocol does in-channel through a point mutation in the CNBD (R591E,
deed generate a slow increase in Ih during the hyperpo-which has no effect on voltage gating in the absence
larizing burst that is followed by a prolonged tail ofof cAMP) (Chen et al., 2001), the slow component of
channel opening, in which Ih requires tens of secondsactivation is abolished, and channels activate with rela-
to decay back to baseline. Moreover, we find that thesetively rapid kinetics that are adequately described by a
slow kinetics are due to the slow binding and unbindingsingle exponential function (Figures 5B and 5D). More-
of cAMP, and not to the inherent voltage-gated kineticsover, the time constants of this fast exponential compo-
of the channel, because HCN2/R591E channels, whichnent recorded at different voltages (Figure 3D) are simi-
cannot bind cAMP, fail to display the prolonged tail oflar to those recorded for channels in cell-free patches
channel opening (Figure 6B).in the absence of cAMP (Figure 3A).
A slow increase in cAMP binding to HCN channels
during hyperpolarization, which shifts channels from en- Predicted Effects of Basal Levels of cAMP
in a Model Thalamocortical Relay Neuronergetically unfavorable to energetically favorable gating
states, also accounts for the striking dependence of V1/2 In intact neurons, the slow tail of Ih activation should
generate a prolonged afterdepolarization following aon hyperpolarizing pulse length that has been reported
in several previous studies (Seifert et al., 1999; Chen et burst of IPSPs. To evaluate the likely characteristics of
this effect, we combined the cyclic allosteric model ofal., 2001; Ulens and Tytgat, 2001) (Figure 5F). Thus, dur-
ing relatively short pulses, the opening reaction is largely Ih with a computer model of the electrophysiological
properties of thalamic relay neurons (McCormick anddetermined by the more negative voltage dependence
Neuron
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Figure 5. Slow Phase of Activation of HCN2
in Intact Xenopus Oocytes Is Eliminated by a
Point Mutation that Prevents cAMP Binding
(A) HCN2 hyperpolarization-activated cur-
rents from intact oocytes held at 30mV and
stepped for 30 s to potentials between 35
and 105mV in 10mV increments.
(B) HCN2/R591E currents during 10 s steps
to voltages from 65 to 115mV.
(C and D) Bottom, HCN2 and HCN2/R591E
currents during a step to 95mV (open cir-
cles) superimposed with a single exponential
fit (solid line); top, residual difference be-
tween the data and the fit, with zero residual
difference indicated by the dotted line.
(E) Bottom, HCN2 current at 95mV (open
circles) with superimposed double exponen-
tial fit (black solid line) and individual fast (red
dashed line) and slow (green solid line) expo-
nential components. Steady-state current is
shown as black dotted line. Top, residual dif-
ference between data and fit. Fits of HCN2/
R591E with a second exponential component
either failed to converge or did not yield a
significant improvement in 2 (data not
shown). Time constants and relative ampli-
tudes for fits shown in Figures 3D–3F.
(F) Dependence of V1/2 on hyperpolarizing
step duration for HCN2 (filled circles, 3 cells)
and HCN2/R591E (open squares, 13 cells)
channels in intact oocytes. Bars indicate SEM.
Huguenard, 1992; Destexhe et al., 1996). We first studied the absence of cAMP (Figure 7A). This is because, at
high concentrations, cAMP will bind to the closed statehow cAMP alters the kinetics of membrane potential
responses to constant current injection. In the absence of the channel. Moreover, because cAMP-bound chan-
nels can open at the resting potential due to their facili-of cAMP, negative current steps cause a membrane
hyperpolarization followed by a rapid, partial depolariza- tated gating, most Ih channels will exist in the cAMP-
bound open state (AO) prior to the hyperpolarizingtion or “sag,” reflecting activation of the inward Ih (Figure
7A). At the end of the current step, a brief rebound current pulse. As a result, relatively few closed Ih chan-
nels are available to activate during the hyperpolariza-afterdepolarization occurs before the membrane poten-
tial returns to rest, reflecting the relatively rapid kinetics tion pulse (or shut upon termination of the current step),
causing a reduction in the size of the depolarizing sagof Ih deactivation (O → C).
In the presence of 40 nM cAMP, the sag and rebound (and subsequent rebound afterdepolarization). In addi-
tion, the slow phase of both the sag and rebound depo-contain an additional slow phase. The slow phase of
the sag reflects the slow component of activation of Ih larization are eliminated because the kinetics are domi-
nated by the facilitated voltage-gating reaction ofin low concentrations of cAMP (due to accumulation of
channels in the cAMP-bound open state: C → A  O → channels in the cAMP-bound state (AC ↔ AO). These
results thus demonstrate the importance of the dynamicAO). The slow, persistent phase of the afterdepolariza-
tion reflects the persistent tail of Ih activation (due to the allosteric conversion, rather than cAMP per se, for the
slow kinetic processes.slow rate of cAMP dissociation from open channels:
AO→O→C). The amplitude and duration of the rebound The cyclic allosteric model also predicts that a tran-
sient increase in cAMP can have long-lasting effectsdepolarization increase with the duration of the current
step, reflecting increased accumulation of channels in on channel gating that are dependent on the electrical
activity of a cell. At membrane potentials where HCNthe cAMP-bound, open state (Figures 7A and 7B).
By contrast, in the presence of saturating cAMP, the channels are partially open, a brief increase in cAMP
concentration leads to a prolonged enhancement ofsag and rebound depolarizations are surprisingly small
and rapid, with a duration similar to those observed in channel activation that persistently depolarizes the
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for slow, activity-dependent processes have been less
thoroughly studied. Here we show how low levels of
cAMP induce a very slow component of HCN channel
activation due to the allosteric coupling of channel open-
ing to enhanced ligand binding. Moreover, the very slow
rate of cAMP dissociation endows Ih with an activity-
dependent memory that generates a persistent phase
of channel opening that lasts for tens of seconds. Such
slow modulatory processes, when layered onto the
faster kinetics of HCN channel voltage gating, impart a
dynamic range to Ih kinetics that can span more than
two orders of magnitude. This helps explain how HCN
channels underlie both relatively fast rates of spiking at
5–10 Hz and slower periodic oscillations that wax and
wane over many seconds (Pape, 1996; Luthi and McCor-
mick, 1998a, 1998b, 1999).
The importance of Ih for neuronal rhythmic activity has
been extensively investigated in the thalamus, where it
contributes to spindling, a form of synchronized network
activity during slow wave sleep, consisting of seconds-
long bursts of high frequency oscillations (6–14 Hz) sep-
arated by periods of quiescence lasting 5–10 s (Luthi
and McCormick, 1998a, 1998b). The long silent period
is due to a cumulative build-up of Ih in thalamocortical
relay neurons during a burst of hyperpolarizing IPSPs
from the inhibitory thalamic reticular neurons, generat-
ing a prolonged afterdepolarization that terminates the
burst of activity (Steriade et al., 1993; Bal et al., 1995).
The slow decay of Ih over several seconds determines
the duration of the interburst interval. Luthi and McCor-
Figure 6. Activity-Dependent Memory of Ih Due to Modulation by mick (1998a, 1998b, 1999) have shown that the slow
Basal Levels of cAMP build-up of Ih is due, in part, to an activity-dependent
(A) Repetitive hyperpolarizations mimicking a burst of IPSPs cause increase in [cAMP], resulting from the activation of a
persistent activation of Ih in intact oocytes. HCN2 current (bottom) Ca2-sensitive adenylate cyclase in response to Ca2
during and after repetitive hyperpolarizations from 70 to 80mV
influx during the burst of action potentials. Our data(top, 20 pulses of 130 ms duration at 4 Hz) is shown. Dotted line
indicate how allosteric coupling will cause Ih channelshows holding current at 70mV.
gating during the burst of IPSPs to enhance cAMP bind-(B) HCN2/R591E channels (mutants with an impaired ability to bind
cAMP) do not display the slow tail of persistent Ih activation. In this ing, an effect that will synergistically combine with any
experiment, the membrane was stepped from 70 to 90mV (the increase in basal cAMP to further promote channel
more negative step was used to ensure adequate opening of the opening and contribute to the slow periodicity of spin-
unliganded channels); otherwise the voltage-clamp protocol was dling.
identical to that shown in (A).
In addition to the physiological implications for neu-
ronal rhythmic activity, our results also suggest a novel
mechanism for dynamic signaling through second mes-membrane long after cAMP has decayed, due to the
senger cascades. To date, most studies have focused
slow unbinding of cAMP from the open channel (AO →
on the importance of transient changes in second mes-
O; Figures 7C and 7 D). However, short, positive current
senger concentrations, usually caused by transient
steps applied during the depolarization are able to cur- changes in the concentration of an external ligand, as
tail the depolarization (Luthi and McCormick, 1999) (Fig- the driving force behind the dynamics of cellular signal
ure 7D). This is due to the rapid deactivation of Ih at transduction. In contrast, our results show how constant
positive voltages (AO → AC), which leads to the rapid basal levels of cAMP can produce slow, modulatory
dissociation of cAMP from the low-affinity, closed state changes in the electrophysiological properties of excit-
of the channel (AC → C  A). This regulation of Ih due to able cells through the activity-dependent coupling of
interaction of transient changes in cAMP with membrane channel gating to the enhanced affinity of the open chan-
voltage is likely to contribute to prolonged voltage nel for its second messenger ligand. Activity-dependent
changes that occur in thalamocortical neurons during modulation by a time invariant second messenger
spindling, a form of rhythmic activity found during slow should be a general feature of cells that express mem-
wave sleep (Luthi and McCormick, 1998a, 1998b, 1999). bers of the HCN family. In addition, such modulatory
processes are also likely to be important for other types
Discussion of ion channels that are directly regulated by both the
binding of an internal second messenger and voltage,
Although cyclic allosteric models have been used pre- including the Ca2- and voltage-activated Maxi-K
viously to explain channel modulation (Bean, 1989; Za- channels (Cox et al., 1997), the cyclic nucleotide-regu-
lated and voltage-activated HERG K channels (Cui etgotta and Siegelbaum, 1996), their dynamic implications
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Figure 7. The Physiological Implications of the Cyclic Allosteric Gating Scheme Are Demonstrated in a Computational Model of a TRN
(A) Calculated membrane potential responses to a series of 100 pA current steps (top traces) of increasing duration (0.125, 1, and 4 s) with
indicated concentrations of intracellular cAMP. Slow components of the sag and rebound afterdepolarization (arrows) were only observed at
the intermediate concentration of cAMP. Calculated resting potentials were 77mV in 0 cAMP, 74mV in 40 nM cAMP, and 68mV in 100
M cAMP. Similar differences in the sag and rebound were observed when the resting potential was adjusted to the same level in each
condition by injection of a constant current (data not shown). (Note: an apparent increase in input resistance with increasing cAMP results
from estimating input resistance in current clamp at membrane potentials where voltage-gated channels are active. The apparent increase
in input resistance is not found in instantaneous voltage clamp currents during steps from 70 to 75mV. Input resistances of 159, 143, and
102 M were obtained with 0, 0.04, and 100 M cAMP, respectively.)
(B) Occupancy of open states during a 4 s hyperpolarizing (100 pA) current step in 40 nM cAMP. A slow transition from the open, unbound
state (O, blue line) to the open, cAMP-bound state (AO, red line) causes the slow sag in membrane potential (black traces, bottom). After the
pulse ends, channels exit AO very slowly, causing the prolonged rebound depolarization (the channels eventually return to state C via state
O). Resting membrane potential (74mV) is indicated by the dotted line.
(C) Brief (1 s) pulses of increasing concentrations of cAMP (10–250 nM) cause a prolonged (20 s) depolarization.
(D) The depolarization (bottom, solid black trace) in response to a 250 nM cAMP pulse (upper, solid black trace) is due to an accumulation
of channels in the open, cAMP-bound state (AO, solid red lines). A brief depolarizing current step (500 pA for 1 s; upper, black dashed trace)
causes a rapid closure of the channels that curtails the depolarization (bottom, black dashed trace). All dashed lines indicate the altered
response after the depolarizing step.
al., 2000), and the G protein-regulated, voltage-gated of cAMP. Recently, Altomare et al. (2001) modeled the
kinetics of Ih activation in the absence of cyclic AMPCa2 channels (Bean, 1989).
Although the simple version of the cyclic allosteric using a multistate, allosteric activation scheme consis-
tent with the presumed tetrameric structure of the chan-model we have used in this analysis captures a number
of key features of how cAMP binding regulates Ih gating, nels. In this model, each individual subunit indepen-
dently undergoes a voltage-dependent gating transitionit clearly is an oversimplification. In particular, it does
not account for the sigmoidal activation kinetics upon between a resting and an active state. Each activation
reaction enhances the energetics of a single concerted,hyperpolarization, in either the absence or the presence
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double exponential fits of the time course of Ih activation in theallosteric conformational change that opens the channel
absence and presence of cAMP, we calculated the difference be-through a cooperative interaction among all four sub-
tween 2 for a single exponential fit and 2 for a double exponentialunits. Our treatment essentially combines these multiple
fit. To compare 2 values at different pulse lengths, these values
voltage-gating steps into a single, first-order gating re- were divided by the number of points per current record (a constant
action (C↔O). Insofar as voltage-gating is rapid relative sampling rate of 1 kHz used for all pulse lengths). In experiments
in the absence of cAMP or with saturating cAMP, where channelto cyclic nucleotide binding, a condition that is likely to
kinetics are relatively rapid, we used a variable pulse length protocolbe met for low concentrations of cAMP, this simplifica-
(DiFrancesco, 1999) that allowed channel activation to approachtion should not significantly alter the conclusions of our
steady-state values at each voltage but minimized the length of thestudy.
hyperpolarization to prevent membrane damage during hyperpolar-
A second simplification concerns the number of cyclic ization. In subsaturating cAMP where channel kinetics are slow, we
nucleotides that bind to modulate channel gating. At used a 15 s pulse to allow activation to approach steady state. To
ensure that the use of different pulse lengths did not influence thepresent, there is no direct data concerning the cAMP
exponential fitting procedure, we compared fits using 15 s pulsesstoichiometry of Ih channel gating. For the related CNG
to fits using shorter pulses (6–10 s) in a subset of experiments (inchannels, each channel has been shown to bind up to
the absence of cAMP or the presence of saturating cAMP). Wefour molecules of cyclic nucleotide, although binding of
observed no difference in the time constants of activation or in the
fewer than four ligands is sufficient to enhance channel quality of single versus double exponential fits in these experiments.
gating (Ruiz and Karpen, 1997; Liu et al., 1998). In the After normalization, there was no significant difference in 2 values
for fits using different pulse lengths, justifying the use of the variableabsence of detailed empirical data for HCN channels,
pulse protocol.we have assumed that there is only a single cyclic nucle-
Steady-State Activationotide binding event. Although the presence of multiple
Activation curves were determined from the amplitudes of tail cur-ligand binding events would clearly affect the quantita-
rents measured on return to 40mV after hyperpolarizing steps to
tive estimates for rate constants of ligand binding and different test voltages as previously described (Wang et al., 2001).
unbinding, they would not alter our qualitative conclu- Tail currents were fit with a modified Boltzmann equation: I  A1 
A2/(1  exp[{V  V1/2}/s]), where A1 is an offset caused by a nonzerosions that channel gating is allosterically coupled to
holding current, A2 is the maximal tail current amplitude, V is voltageenhanced ligand binding, and that the enhanced binding
during the hyperpolarizing test pulse (in mV), V1/2 is the midpointto the open state persists for many seconds.
activation voltage, and s is the slope of the relation (in mV). TailA detailed model based on the multistate activation
current amplitudes from individual experiments were normalized by
kinetics of Ih combined with future experimental findings subtracting A1 and dividing by A2. The normalized data were aver-
on cAMP stoichiometry will, no doubt, be useful in refin- aged among the different experiments and refit by the Boltzmann
equation with A1 set to 0 and A2 set to 1.ing our quantitative picture of HCN channel gating and
Fitting of the Kinetics by the Allosteric Modelmodulation. However, our present experimental results
We used the model of Figure 1C to fit Ih activation kinetics duringand analysis provide a clear indication of the important
hyperpolarizations in the presence of intermediate concentrationsrole that the allosteric coupling of channel gating to
of cAMP using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares
ligand binding plays in both the action of cAMP to en- algorithm of Igor Pro. The model contains four voltage-dependent
hance channel activation and in the physiological regu- rate constants for the two voltage-gating reactions and four voltage-
independent rate constants for the cAMP binding reactions. Be-lation of cellular and network activity in the central ner-
cause of the cyclic nature of the model, the rate constant for cAMPvous system.
dissociation from the closed state, kbc, was calculated from the
other seven rates. Values for the four voltage-dependent rates wereExperimental Procedures
partially constrained from experimental measurements of activation
time constants in the absence of cAMP, 	  1/(O  O), and of theElectrophysiological Recordings
major, fast time constant of activation in the presence of saturatingCell-free inside-out patches were obtained 3–6 days after cRNA
cAMP, 	  1/(A  A). Steady-state open probability for the unli-injection as previously reported (Wang et al., 2001). The pipette
ganded state, PO  O/(O  O), was a free parameter. Although POsolution contained 107 mM KCl, 5 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 1
could have been constrained by our measured value of PO in themM MgCl2, and 1 mM EGTA (pH 7.3). The (internal) bath solution
absence of cAMP, a small progressive negative shift in V1/2 aftercontained 104 mM K-Aspartate, 3 mM KCl, 5 mM NaCl, 10 mM
patch excision (Chen et al., 2001) led to small shifts in PO during theHEPES, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM EGTA (pH 7.3). The holding potential
experiment. Fitted values of PO were always within 25% of the actualwas 40mV. Hyperpolarizing voltage steps of variable length
measured values. Steady-state open probability for the ligand-(4–15 s) were used. Two microelectrode voltage-clamp recordings
bound state, PAO  A/(A  A), was calculated from the fitted valuewere performed 1–2 days after cRNA injection as previously reported
of PO and the measured shift in V1/2 of the steady-state activation(Chen et al., 2001). The recordings were obtained with oocytes
curve in saturating cAMP (20mV) (Wang et al., 2001). The forwardbathed in a high KCl solution containing 96 mM KCl, 2 mM NaCl,
association rate constant for cAMP binding to the closed and open10 mM HEPES, and 2 mM MgCl2 (pH 7.5). Microelectrodes were filled
channels, kfc and kfo, as well as the rate constant for cAMP dissocia-with 3 M KCl and had resistances of 0.5–2 M. Holding potential
tion from the open state, kbo, were free parameters. The time coursewas 30mV. Analysis was done using Pulsefit (HEKA) and IgorPro
of activation of Ih for a given set of rate constants was calculated(WaveMetrics). Linear leak current was not subtracted. All re-
using the Q-Matrix approach (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1995).cordings were obtained at room temperature (22
C–25
C).
Ih Current Analysis Thalamocortical Neuron Simulations
Thalamocortical relay cells were simulated with a modified versionChannel Kinetics
Activation curves were fit with either a single exponential (I  Iss  of a previously described single compartment model (McCormick
and Huguenard, 1992; Destexhe et al., 1996) using the programAexp[t/	]) or a double exponential function (I  Iss  Afexp[t/	f] 
Asexp[t/	s]) after an initial delay (Wainger et al., 2001). Iss represents Neuron (Hines and Carnevale, 1997, 2000). To focus on the role of Ih,
low-threshold calcium currents were not included in the simulations.the steady-state current, and 	 represents the time constant. Good-
ness-of-fit was evaluated using 2  (xi  x)2/xi , where xi is the The kinetic description of Ih included in the model was based on
the four state cyclic allosteric model (Figure 1C) using rate constantsexperimental current value at a given time point and x is the fitted
value. For a quantitative analysis of the adequacy of single versus derived from fits to our experimental data. Transitions between open
Neuron
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(2000). Cyclic AMP regulates the HERG K() channel by dual path-Table 1. Rate Constants of Cyclic Allosteric Model for Simulation
ways. Curr. Biol. 10, 671–674.of Thalamcortical Neuron
Davare, M.A., Avdonin, V., Hall, D.D., Peden, E.M., Burette, A., Wein-
ro (ms1) V1/2 (mV) s (mV) berg, R.J., Horne, M.C., Hoshi, T., and Hell, J.W. (2001). A beta2
adrenergic receptor signaling complex assembled with the Ca2o 1.5  103 87.7 6.45
channel Cav1.2. Science 293, 98–101.o 2  102 51.7 6.94
A 6.7  103 94.2 13.33 Destexhe, A., Bal, T., McCormick, D.A., and Sejnowski, T.J. (1996).
A 1.4  102 35.5 6.94 Ionic mechanisms underlying synchronized oscillations and propa-
gating waves in a model of ferret thalamic slices. J. Neurophysiol.
76, 2049–2070.
DiFrancesco, D. (1993). Pacemaker mechanisms in cardiac tissue.and closed states (C ↔ O and AC ↔ AO) were governed by forward
Annu. Rev. Physiol. 55, 455–472.and backward rate constants (O, O, A, A) with a voltage depen-
dence described by a two state Boltzmann distribution: r(V)  ro/ DiFrancesco, D. (1999). Dual allosteric modulation of pacemaker (f)
channels by cAMP and voltage in rabbit SA node. J. Physiol. 515,(1  exp[{V  V1/2}/s]), where r(V) is the value of a given rate
constant at voltage V. To account for the difference in V1/2 for Ih 367–376.
between inside-out patches from Xenopus oocytes and intact thala- DiFrancesco, D., and Tortora, P. (1991). Direct activation of cardiac
mocortical cells, the V1/2 values for each rate constant were in- pacemaker channels by intracellular cyclic AMP. Nature 351,
creased by 48mV. The parameters used are given in Table 1. The 145–147.
ligand binding reaction between states O and AO was described
Gauss, R., Seifert, R., and Kaupp, U.B. (1998). Molecular identifica-by kfo 3.086  10
6 M1 s1 and kbo 0.04486 s
1, based on the fit
tion of a hyperpolarization-activated channel in sea urchin sperm.of the model in Figure 1C to the inside-out patch data. The closed-
Nature 393, 583–587.state dissociation constant, KC, was set equal to 80 times that of
Goulding, E.H., Tibbs, G.R., and Siegelbaum, S.A. (1994). Molecularthe open-state dissociation constant, KO, (according to V sln(KC/
mechanism of cyclic-nucleotide-gated channel activation. NatureKO), where V is approximately 20mV). The corresponding on and
372, 369–374.off rates for cAMP binding to the closed state were reduced and
increased, respectively, by80 relative to the corresponding rates Hines, M.L., and Carnevale, N.T. (1997). The NEURON simulation
for the open state. To adjust the model parameters, which were environment. Neural Comput. 9, 1179–1209.
determined from experiments at 22
C, to the simulated tempera- Hines, M.L., and Carnevale, N.T. (2000). Expanding NEURON’s rep-
ture of 36
C, we assumed a Q10 of 4 for voltage-dependent transitions ertoire of mechanisms with NMODL. Neural Comput. 12, 995–1007.
and 1.5 for ligand binding/unbinding.
Karpen, J.W., and Rich, T.C. (2001). The fourth dimension in cellular
signaling. Science 293, 2204–2205.Acknowledgments
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